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Abstract

Purpose: We have studied in 18-month 21 patients showing kerato-conjunctivitis and/or dermato-blefaritis, where we will find a constant presence of mycoplasma in SEM optical cytology samples. The 21 patients were divided as follows: 7 allergic, 7 alleged allergic and 7 not-allergic, this division makes between a clinical approach considering clinical history and symptoms. At the first examination, 16 of the 21 patients had a single or multiple infection in which the main pathogenic element was found to be Mycoplasma; the remaining 7, 4 of them were suspected allergic patients, 2 of it, were allergic subjects with the presence of eosinophils or mast cells.

Material and methods: All the study is constructed on citological optical microscopy and citological electron scanning microscopy (SEM) images for demonstrate the efficacy of the SEM in clinical approach at allergic, not allergic and suspected allergic patients.

Therapeutic treatment and Results: Treatment of the allergic and false allergic patients has made with local somministration of galenic composition with iauronic acid 3 ml and Tetracycline hydrochloride 30 mg and with low level of cortisone and antisthaminic therapy. This treatment is necessary to eradicate the Mycoplasma infection and counteract toxic action of this pathogen on mucosa.

Discussion: After appropriate therapy we note that allergic patients have a greater predisposition to redundancy in infections in the short period (minimum 20 days), while alleged allergic patients have more prolonged infection periods (between 3 and 5 months), with constant presence at low levels of persistent Mycoplasma. The latter continue to show signs and symptoms similar to allergic patients, but with a negative test for tear IgE and absence of eosinophils and/or mast cells, in the optical and SEM samples displayed.

Introduction

The study consists of 21 patients, divided into 3 groups, allergic, not-allergic, and alleged allergic, chosen on clinical history and manifestations shown at the first visit; the treatment of 21 patients was carried out over a period of 18 months. After the compilation of the ritual consent in matter of privacy to the execution of the investigations, follows the examination with topcon biomicroscope. The Biomicroscope vision allows a primary diagnosis, where we have observed 2 allergic conjunctivitis on the allergic group, 3 dermatoblefaro-conjunctivitis, 1 kerato-conjunctivitis and a suppurative calazosis in according to the history; in the group of alleged allergic, we found 3 blepharitis/conjunctivitis, 2 dermatoblefaro-conjunctivitis of which 1 with punctate keratitis, 1 blepharitis and 1 conjunctivitis; in the last group (third one non-allergic patients) we described, in according with clinical history and signs, 1 dermatoblefaro-conjunctivitis (on type II diabetic abitus), 3 ulcers of which a cogan-like, 2 conjunctivitis and 1 scleritis. Patients are given a tear drop at the level of the tarsal conjunctiva thanks to a special spatula, this secretion is transferred onto a 13 mm round slide for reading in SEM and on a polarized and colored slide according to the Pappenheim panoptic (Maygrunwald-Giems) for reading in optical microscopy; in addition, photos are taken of the biomicroscope with and without fluorescein to document the status quo of patients before therapy.

In conclusion it was observed that patients infected by mycoplasma and having allergic-like habitus presents a different pathological course within the 18 months from
both allergic and non-allergic subjects. The citology in SEM on the removal of tears therefore becomes irrelevant in the distinction of the inflammatory-infection focus, strongly supporting clinical practice and creating a strong distinction in the development of drug therapy (Figures 1-6).

Mycoplasma

As reported in the literature, the mycoplasms [1,2] are the smallest known bacterial forms, they are devoid of cell wall and belong to the class of mollicutes. The most famous mycoplasma that creates disturbances is in the respiratory tract and is usually Mycoplasma pneumoniae. Pneumonia occurs only in 10%-15% of cases out of 12 million, and in most cases (30%-40%) involves tracheobronchitis and atypical pneumonia, or 15% of all pneumonia cases. There are cases of Mycoplasma conjunctivitis in dogs, cats and cattle are documented, so it is known that this type of bacterium can easily attack not only airy but also ocular and urinary tract mucous membranes, but until now there aren’t description of micoplasma infection in ocular human surface, because it was so difficult to discover with normal culture techniques, if it isn’t made a specific request. But there are a lot of patients that fall within a significant case history of ocular pathologies of unknown etiology. To identify the Mycoplasma is necessary to inoculate agar media enriched with preformed protein sources, peptones or yeast and cholesterol extracts, in the form of serum. Phenol red is added to the culture medium as a pH indicator, with thallium acetate and penicillins to inhibit the growth of other microorganisms. The sample thus inoculated in agar should be placed at 5% CO2 and 95% air. The second soil will be passed on a two-phase soil and then passed to agar. The growth of mycoplasma agar colonies takes on a typical fried egg shape. The diagnosis of Mycoplasma infection is mainly performed on clinical grounds. Bacteria can be grown from excreted samples or exudate swabs, but this procedure takes several weeks to produce results. Mycoplasma not invade the epithelium, but adheres to the host cells by means of specialized ends P1, protein adhesin, which adheres to
neuraminic acid residues and is responsible for the virulence. Once adhered to the tissue they form hydrogen peroxide to dig the underlying mucosa. Some mycoplasmic antigens act as superantigens creating an aggravation of the pathology. There are a lot of methods to identify mycoplasma; starting to biomolecular methods (PCR number of options are available for conclusive detection of the presence of mycoplasmas in secretory fluid) to arrive at confocal vision, where they appear grouped in colonies with a typical fried egg appearance; but in our opinion the best practice is the Electron scanning microscopy, where individual colonial constituents can also be seen and often appear to interact parasitic with other bacterial forms. Under the SEM microscope, they are clearly visible as spherical elements with a diameter between 0.1 and 0.2 μm, often grouped in circular or dome-shaped aggregates or even in cluster formations. This technique can isolate and put in evidence mycoplasma infection without any particular clinical request and with a very short time of investigation considering timing of PCR and culture media grown.

Materials and methods

Cytological method

The cytological sampling by scraping technique of the tarsal conjunctiva with a smooth spatula. The conjunctiva mucosal cells and all secretions were placed on slide (Super Frost Plus Menzel - Gläser, Thermo Scientific, Milan, Italy). The cells were then stained according to the panoptic method (3 min in pure May-Grunwald dye [Carlo Erba, Milan, Italy], 6 min in 50% May-Grunwald dye; 1 min in bidistilled water [Carlo Erba, Milan, Italy]; and 30 min in Giemsa solution [Carlo Erba, Milan, Italy] diluted 1:10 v/v). The slide was then covered with a #1 glass cover with dimensions of 24 x 50 mm and observed under an optical microscope (Nikon Eclipse 50i) at 100 x oil-immersion enlargement. The images were recorded using a Nikon DS1 camera and digitized using a NIS-D elements computer support. SEM method, applied to the practice of scraping cytology of the tarsal conjunctiva placed the secretion of the mucosa on a 13mm DIA round slide (Agar scientific). The sample of round slide is fixed in 2% gluteraldehyde, then washed in PBS at 7.4 pH for 15 min for 3 times; then treated in OSMIO 4% for 2h. Then the samples are 2 times washed in PBS at pH 7.4 [Carlo Erba, Milan, Italy] each at 30 min, finally the sample thus treated is dehydrated in alcohol at increasing concentrations; 30% at 25 min, 50% at 25 min, 70% at 20 min and 96% at 20 min for 2 times. Once dehydrated the sample is placed in critical-point CO2 (critical point at 31 °C and 73 atm) (Leica EM CPD300). The preparation was viewed in scanning microscopy with JEOL microscope supplied to the Department of Earth Sciences (DiSTAR) of the University Federico II of Naples. The treatment of the samples allowed to visualize at various magnifications the bacterial species colonizing the ocular mucosa and the typical inflammatory cells; moreover the culture has placed attention on the pathogens involved in the phlogosis of the ocular mucosa of the patient under examination. The using of correlative microscopy put in evidence the correlation between flogosis cells (in evidence with classical citology most) and pathogens in specific Mycoplasma, (in evidence just with scanning electron microscopy); this technique facilitates the diagnosis and the therapeutic treatment.

Therapeutic treatment and results

The patients performed therapeutic pharmacological treatments considering clinical history and the signs shown with the vision performed at the biomicroscope and in agreement with the results of the cytology carried out in SEM (Scanning electron microscopy). We noted that patients alleged allergic (Tables 1,4) respond differently to therapy than allergic patients (Tables 2,5) and not-allergic patients, in fact the latter solve the inflammatory phenomenon of infection in up to 4 months/1 year (Tables 3,6), while for alleged allergy patients and allergy the responses to therapy follow different rhythms, as described above. Therapy for allergic subjects: in accordance with clinical practices, it was made with antihistamines and low levels of cortisone 3, in combination with therapy with specific antibiotics for pathogens classified in SEM. Then galenic composition with ialive acid 3 ml and Tetracycline hydrochloride 30 mg 1 drop is administered every 3 hours for the eradication of mycoplasma for 30 days, fluconazole for systemic somministration, for 40 days and PHMB at 0.02% (distributed by sifi) for up to 1 week to eradicate the Acanthamoeba. This therapy is observed the
total eradication of pathogens in subjects declared to be not-allergic within 4 months (Figure 7A,B), of starting treatment while a remitting cycle is observed with the onset of different pathogens in subjects with declared allergic habitus, and with an infectious cycle which is closed in the first 20 days of therapy, while a constant presence of mycoplasma [3,4] (Figure 8A-E), even at very low concentrations and a remitting cycle which, however, leads the patient to more lasting treatments over time and to moments of total remission of the symptoms that last even for months (Figure 9A,B).

Table 3: Trend of the pathology in the not allergic type.

Table 4: Trend of Mycoplasma infection in the alleged allergic type.

Table 5: Trend of Mycoplasma infection in allergic type.

Table 6: Trend of Mycoplasma infection in the not allergic type.

Figure 7: A: mycoplasma expression in tissue. B: Candida and cocci.

Figure 8: A: Clamydia expression of extracellular forms like elementary corps linked cellular deflagration. B: Candida in spore. C: Mastocyte in degranulation activity. D: Cyst of Acanthamoeba. E: Mycoplasma expression in tissue.
**Discussion**

Based on the current literature and publications in the medical field and ophthalmology most, the superantigen function performed by Mycoplasma [5,6] is highlighted. The superantigen Mycoplasma function that explains the different behaviors of the subjects examined. In fact, the patients belonging to the group of alleged allergic who did not present with tear IgE [7] as shown in the statistical graphs showed a constant, presence of the Mycoplasma, this has generated a chronic latent-type inflammation that manages to mimic an allergic-type response [7,8]. From our study we can understand that Mycoplasma has a pivotal role in infections, in fact it is a co-factor in all the described infectious typologies, but in particular in allergic and alleged allergic cases, it creates a phenomenon of stimulation of the immune system [9-12]. The role of superantigen in the case of mycoplasma [5,6] is a fact ascertained, but its presence at the level of the ocular mucosa has so far not been demonstrated except in vertebrate animals [2,9,10,13], where it occupies most of the scientific literature, as a problem bearing in numerous conjunctivitis [9,13,14]. SEM, therefore, emphasizes the role of this pathogen and the need to identify its role in ocular pathologies. The interpretation of the data of our study leads to the conclusion that not only does it increase phlogosis, creating a phenomenon of hyperactivity of the immune system (see allergies), but it creates a constant inflammation so as to create a similar allergic response (see alleged allergic), where however, the inflammatory process is no longer supported by eosinophils [7] in the short period (1 year more or less) but by lymphocytic cells only, thus creating a False-allergic abitus [15]. Therefore now the question concerns the treatment of patients presenting Mycoplasma and its eradication; it has been seen that the Mycoplasma behaves differently in the three selected groups, in the non-allergic groups, when the infectious incipit is of high degree, this becomes an opportunistic pathogen, it is eradicated in a short time from the treatment carried out; in allergic patients instead it becomes amplifier and starting point for reinfection phenomena21 even at minimal concentrations; these patients show short periods of shortness, followed by brief periods of recurrence, until the end of the allergic inflammatory cycle. In false allergic patients, there is a constant presence of the Mycoplasma, a persistent activation of the immune system is created [3,15], the mycoplasma becomes irritative spine and a nutritional focus for relapses until the natural end of their infective cycle. Therapeutic treatments must therefore be supported in these latter subjects with mild cortisone [3,16,17] in small quantities and therapies that go to eradicate the “primum movens” of the pathology, namely Mycoplasma [18-26].
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Figure 9: Mycoplasma expression in tissue. B: Lymphocyte.


